How Housing Mobility Affects Education Outcomes for Low-Income Children

Improving education outcomes for low-income children is a topic of pressing concern for researchers, policymakers, and educators, especially in light of evidence that over time, the widening gap in test scores between children from rich and poor families and the growing divide between these groups in completed schooling hinder the socioeconomic mobility of low-income children.¹ Policy efforts to promote academic achievement among low-income children often focus on school-based investments such as increased teacher training, smaller class sizes for early grades, and curriculum development.² Researchers and educators also recognize that improving poorly performing schools requires comprehensive community-building activities designed to strengthen the neighborhoods these schools serve. This awareness, which stems from decades of research demonstrating that neighborhood conditions, including racial segregation, influence children's education outcomes, has led to a growth in place-based initiatives that target specific low-income neighborhoods with comprehensive economic, social, and educational resources from the public and private sectors.³

Place-based interventions, often referred to as "community-change initiatives," are led by philanthropies, nonprofits, or governments seeking to improve conditions in targeted low-income communities.⁴ By supplying tailored social services, technical assistance, grants, and capacity-building resources in a specific geographic area, place-based initiatives intend to benefit residents directly through improved services and indirectly through strengthened social networks.⁵ The Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Making Connections initiative was such a place-based approach, with the goals of improving employment, asset development, education, health, and civic participation.⁶ Between 2002 and 2010, the Casey Foundation invested $500 million in the program, which took place in low-income neighborhoods across 10 U.S. cities. In addition to on-the-ground interventions, Making Connections pursued public policy advocacy at the city and state levels in support of community

Decades of research demonstrate that neighborhood conditions influence children's educational outcomes.
development priorities in each neighborhood.

The initiative, which collected broad data on neighborhood families through a longitudinal survey, inspired a range of research studies examining various aspects of how housing and neighborhoods affect outcomes for children in communities targeted for a place-based initiative. The effect of housing mobility on education outcomes for low-income children is one such research area that bears important implications for place-based policy and practice. Researchers Theodos, Coulton, and Budde studied housing mobility and school mobility patterns among residents in Making Connections neighborhoods.

The Theodos, Coulton, and Budde research study offers important lessons about how families moving residences and moving schools can negatively and positively impact improved academic achievement for low-income students. The research base is varied. On the one hand, housing mobility can enable low-income children to switch into higher-performing schools, potentially leading to important educational gains. On the other hand, changing schools as the result of a move can disrupt or interfere with children’s educational attainment, especially if the change is to a lower-quality school.

Although the Making Connections data spurred many program evaluations and research articles, this study is unique for two reasons. First, the study analyzes the interplay between residential moves and school changes in low-income neighborhoods, which is important because most studies focusing on educational outcomes analyze residential and school mobility changes in isolation. Second, the sites in the study occur in the context of a place-based initiative, offering present-day practitioners a critical opportunity to understand how housing mobility and school mobility affect these efforts. In particular, the study potentially could inform the federal government’s ongoing place-based initiatives, such as Promise Zones, Promise Neighborhoods, and Choice Neighborhoods, among others, whose program designs incorporated many lessons from previous community-change initiatives that foundations have sponsored (see “Housing’s and Neighborhoods’ Role in Shaping Children’s Future,” p. 1).

This article highlights findings from the Theodos, Coulton, and Budde study on the relationship between housing mobility and education outcomes for low-income children; considers the relevance of these findings to place-based policy and practice, especially ongoing federal efforts; and situates this study within the research base on housing mobility and education outcomes.

Making Connections Initiative

The Casey Foundation’s Making Connections initiative was a comprehensive community change demonstration project targeting low-income neighborhoods in cities selected based on data indicators of child and family need and proven leadership capacity at the community level. The Casey Foundation narrowed its initial selection of 22 cities down to the 10 cities that had previously demonstrated the local capacity and institutional support necessary to successfully implement the initiative. The 10 cities were Denver, Des Moines,
Hartford, Indianapolis, Louisville, Milwaukee, Oakland, Providence, San Antonio, and White Center (a suburb of Seattle). Through a mix of grants, technical assistance, and social investment, the Casey Foundation sought to strengthen the community, and thereby strengthen families, by improving participants’ connections to “economic opportunity, positive social networks, and effective services and supports.”

Addressing the needs and challenges of both children and their parents simultaneously is referred to as a “two-generation” strategy.

The Casey Foundation created local site teams in each city, composed of foundation staff, consultants, and partners from community foundations, nonprofits, and government agencies. Each local team worked with the Casey Foundation to determine neighborhood boundaries, delineating a Making Connections neighborhood with a median size of 4.9 square miles and median population of 30,598. The teams were responsible for improving outcomes for children and families and employed various strategies to achieve cross-site goals such as increasing employment and earnings, improving the reading proficiency of students completing third grade, and developing the leadership capacity of residents so they can better participate in civic processes. For example, some sites created one-stop job training and employment-related service centers called Centers for Working Families. The Casey Foundation also contributed social investments in each location, including certificates of deposits in local community financial institutions. The team’s staffing structure evolved over the course of implementation, with local coordinators replacing foundation staff as leads for each site team.

Although the designers of the initiative acknowledge that it “did not achieve the desired population-level change in its neighborhoods,” Making Connections did have cross-site success in program goals related to employment, asset-development, and children’s school readiness. For example, the enrollment of preschool children in schools across sites increased from 1,558 to 1,999 between 2005 and 2007. In addition, the percentage of students able to read proficiently by the end of third grade improved in seven of the eight schools focused on by the initiative. Activities to improve education outcomes in Making Connections sites inspired two ongoing Casey Foundation programs: the Campaign for Grade-Level Reading, with the goal of improving the reading proficiency of low-income children by the end of the third grade, and Attendance Works, which promotes better policy and practice around school attendance. In addition to instructing work within the Casey Foundation, the strategies and lessons learned from Making Connections inform other foundation and government place-based initiatives.

The Casey Foundation and researchers used a longitudinal cross-site survey as the primary data source for evaluating the Making Connections initiative’s impact on children and families. Researchers at the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago and the Urban Institute designed the survey, which was to be completed by an adult resident aged 18 or older in each home, and collected the responses through in-person and phone interviews in three waves: from 2002 to 2004, 2005 to 2007, and 2008 to 2010. Researchers designed the survey to obtain a representative sample of children and families in the targeted neighborhoods. If families with children moved between waves, then the surveyors contacted and interviewed the resident at his or her new address. The survey included questions on various topics of interest, including employment; income; level of hardship; community engagement; satisfaction with neighborhood services; and perceptions of neighborhood quality, safety, and social cohesion. The survey also contained a separate section about each child living in the home, including questions related to schools children attended and school readiness.

Theodos, Coulton, and Budde analyzed the data from this survey to determine whether moving residences and moving schools influenced education attainment for children in the Making Connections neighborhoods.

**Housing Mobility and School Mobility in Making Connections**

In their study, Theodos, Coulton, and Budde sought to “examine the relationship between residential and school mobility in these sites and to determine the circumstances that are associated with children switching to better or worse performing schools as a result.”

The study relies on a hypothesis, borne out in the evidence base, that low-income students should attend high-performing schools because “the overall performance of a school’s student body influences individual achievement.” This study uses reading and math test scores for each grade to define school performance, yielding a composite rank score for each school relative to all other schools in the state. The researchers examined the three waves of Making Connections, classifying changes in data between waves 1 and 2 as “period 1” and between waves 2 and 3 as “period 2.”

Theodos, Coulton, and Budde analyzed whether a child’s change in school rank between periods corresponded with a change of residence or school. Did housing mobility cause families in Making Connections neighborhoods to switch to higher, lower, or comparable-quality schools? Although some school changes are natural (such as moving from elementary to middle school or from middle school to high school), other school changes are not the result of advancing to the next grade level. The authors classified the former school changes as “promotional” and the latter as “nonpromotional.” Nonpromotional school mobility can be attributed to a number of voluntary and involuntary reasons, such as moving to
a new residence or transferring to another school (either because students request transfers or schools ask students to transfer because of disciplinary or academic issues). They also calculated the distance that students moved from their original homes and schools, determining whether each move crossed school district and neighborhood boundaries. In addition, the researchers compared students on a range of economic, education, and housing characteristics, including household income level, parental education level, race and ethnicity, and family's ability to afford food. Some major highlights from this Making Connections research study included the following:

- Little variation existed in the overall quality of the schools neighborhood children attended. In period 1, the schools children attended had an average state rank in the 27th percentile. In period 2, the average state rank of those schools was in the 26th percentile. Segments of the student population, however, experienced improvements and declines in school quality across periods; 38 percent of students experienced the greatest variation in school performance between periods, with 19 percent experiencing school rank improvements of two or more deciles and 19 percent studying at schools ranked two or more deciles below their period 1 school. Of the school changers, 45 percent experienced changes of two or more deciles in school rank compared with 19 percent of school stayers. This finding confirms that the greatest changes in school quality — whether improvements or declines — occurred as a result of changing schools.

- Most students (51%) attended schools outside of the neighborhoods defined by the initiative. Students in the initiative neighborhoods exhibited a high rate of school mobility. Between periods 1 and 2, 78 percent of students changed schools, and 22 percent of students remained in the same school. Of those changing schools, 56 percent did so for promotional reasons and 22 percent did so for nonpromotional reasons.

- More than half of the children (55%) changed residences between periods. This finding tracks with national trends for housing mobility rates among low-income families. Fifty-nine percent of families changing schools also changed residences compared with 41 percent of those remaining in the same school between periods. Additional variables that led to measurable changes in the rank of schools that children attended were parental education levels and the household's economic security. According to Theodos, Coulton, and Buude, each "additional level of parental education is associated with an increase in [average percentile] state rank of 0.8 [points] by period 2" and "households that experienced worsened food security between the two periods or that experienced food insecurity at both periods were associated with declining school performance ranks (-2.7 and -2.5 [points], respectively)."

The finding related to worsened food security is especially noteworthy given the relationship between financial distress and housing mobility among low-income families. Cohen and Wardrip point out that poor and near-poor families move the most frequently, which reflects a "range of often complex forces," including residential instability related to housing cost burden, loss of employment, and the lack of a safety net. Movers who frequently relocate short distances in response to financial stress or housing problems are known as "churners." In an earlier analysis of housing mobility data from Making Connections, Coulton, Theodos, and Turner find that 46 percent of movers were churners, who had a median annual income of $14,000 and relocated a median distance of 1.7 miles. In addition, 24 percent were "nearby-attached," middle-aged movers who relocated close by but did so more because of life-cycle factors than a desire to leave their neighborhood, and 30 percent were "up-and-out movers," who relocated greater distances to improve their housing and neighborhood satisfaction. Evidence suggests that housing mobility triggered by economic distress hinders children's academic achievement.

Although Theodos, Coulton, and Buude find that children in Making Connections neighborhoods demonstrate high rates of both housing and school mobility, those mobility rates did not lead to drastic improvements in the quality of the schools they attended. According to the authors, children who changed school districts, which requires a change in residence, tended to move to higher-ranked schools, resulting in "an average improvement in percentile state rank of 8.9 points." Moreover, families' degree of financial distress, as measured by difficulty affording food, contributed to switching to lower-performing schools. Although the authors note that "it is not the case that no children who remained within the same school district saw improvement (or that all children leaving their school district did)," the data reveal that children had to move to schools outside of the target neighborhood to experience improvements in school rank. These mobility dynamics reveal important implications about place-based policy and practice.

**Research Limitations in Making Connections**

The Making Connections data are limited in certain critical aspects. First, the families participating in the longitudinal survey do not constitute a representative sample of U.S. neighborhoods because they were "deliberately selected for a community-change initiative and may differ from other low-income neighborhoods in important ways." Second, the initiative did not capture data on where childless households moved, excluding potentially relevant
data on how mobility patterns differed between these groups. Third, and most relevant to the topic of educational attainment, the research study relied on student test scores in math and reading proficiency as a measure of school performance. Researchers acknowledge that test scores are a limited measure of school quality, pointing to the need for collecting more comprehensive measures such as social and behavioral outcomes and college readiness. As Theodos, Coulton, and Budde note, their study’s reliance on test score data is likely masking “some differences in quality.” In addition, although the study examines the role of children’s race and ethnicity on housing and school mobility rates, the authors do not specifically investigate how segregation or integration by race or ethnicity influences children’s educational outcomes. In particular, the study does not consider whether moving from a segregated to a nonsegregated neighborhood results in better educational outcomes for children and for minority children in particular. Nevertheless, these researchers highlight important issues about the relationship between housing and neighborhood context and the well-being of children.

Relevance for Place-Based Policy and Practice

High rates of housing and school moves outside of neighborhood boundaries can impede the implementation of place-based initiatives, such as Making Connections, that focus their activities to improve school and neighborhood quality within defined geographic areas. The success of a place-based initiative depends in part on residential stability in the target area; to benefit from an initiative’s services and capacity-building efforts, families need to have “access to these programs for some minimum amount of time,” and demonstrable improvements in neighborhood capacity depend on “stability in emerging leaders and networks.” As Coulton, Theodos, and Turner make clear, community-based initiatives and local practitioners must heed the reality of high rates of residential mobility:

Efforts to improve the well-being of families and children by strengthening conditions in poor neighborhoods cannot simply assume that families will remain in one place long enough to fully benefit. Many of the Making Connections movers remained nearby, however. These nearby movers may retain social connections from their original residential location and may still participate in activities and services there. This finding highlights an opportunity for community-based initiatives to continue serving families who move but remain nearby.

Kingsley, Jordan, and Traynor posit that the high rates of housing mobility in Making Connections neighborhoods demonstrate the complexity of residential mobility, which requires new thinking about place-based policy. In particular, the authors note that practitioners and policymakers of community-change initiatives must tailor their responses to meet the circumstances of different types of mobility. The appropriate policy options are different, for example, for “up-and-out movers” — those with higher incomes who relocate to better neighborhoods — than for “churning movers” — those with lower incomes who tend to move shorter distances in response to complications with housing arrangements and financial stress. Kingsley, Jordan, and Traynor offer community-based organizations a range of recommended practices tailored to the circumstances of each type
of residential mobility. The authors suggest that although housing and other supportive counseling potentially benefit all movers, up-and-out movers in particular would benefit from housing counseling that enables them to make sensible housing choices in lower-poverty neighborhoods. Reducing some of the barriers to mobility into lower-poverty neighborhoods, such as racial discrimination, is an effective response for this group of movers. Churners, on the other hand, need to reduce the harmful effects of residential instability associated with insufficient income. Because low-income families who frequently move short distances because of economic stress are at higher risk of becoming homeless, Kingsley, Jordan, and Traynor suggest that strategies and programmatic approaches should focus on homelessness prevention services such as providing legal services to prevent evictions and “network organizing.” Network organizing is a strategy that grassroots neighborhood organizations use to strengthen both family capacity and social networks, allowing churners to connect to needed services. Lawrence CommunityWorks, for example, is a community development corporation that uses network organizing strategies to produce from the program’s success become up-and-out movers. As Coulton, Theodos, and Turner assert, place-based neighborhood interventions “may improve services for neighborhood residents or create employment and other opportunities, but needy families might not remain in the same neighborhood long enough to benefit.”

Place-based initiatives with the goal of improving educational outcomes in low-income communities endeavor to create high-performing neighborhood schools that function as an “anchor point for numerous partnerships that strengthen programs for children and promote parent and community engagement.” As the Making Connections data demonstrate, 83 percent of children at baseline were attending schools ranked below the 50th percentile in the state. Considering the number of low-performing schools located in low-income neighborhoods, it is perhaps unsurprising that families are willing
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**Figure 1. Relationship Between Housing Stability and Child Outcomes**
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to move long distances to access higher-ranked schools, and the research base on housing mobility and educational outcomes confirms this. Why families move influences whether education outcomes for low-income students will be better or worse after the move.

**Housing Mobility and Educational Attainment**

The literature on the relationship between housing mobility and educational outcomes is mixed. For low-income children, the effect of housing mobility on school attainment depends on a range of factors. The transmission of the effect is either direct, as in a disruption in the children’s instruction and curriculum, or indirect, as seen through the move’s effect on the children’s parents or peer network. The effect also depends on the frequency of moves and whether the move is in response to distress factors such as poverty, low-quality housing, or domestic violence. Frequent moves, which are often referred to as hypermobility, present “special challenges to children’s well-being.”

Researchers use conceptual models to illustrate how housing mobility contributes to education outcomes for children. Cunningham and MacDonald developed a model demonstrating the relationship between housing instability and outcomes such as school changes, absenteeism, behavioral problems, test scores, years of schooling completed, and other students’ scores (see fig. 1). This model situates various research findings on housing mobility and education outcomes, establishing whether mobility creates a positive or negative pathway to education success.

As demonstrated by the large number of churning movers in Making Connections neighborhoods, lower-income families are more likely to move, creating possible adverse impacts for children’s schooling such as disrupted instruction and excessive absenteeism. These moves are often unplanned or involuntary, caused by foreclosure, eviction, or cost burden, among other reasons. The negative effects of housing mobility extend beyond the moving family, affecting both the old and new schools as well as the neighborhood to which the family relocates. Kerbow, for example, finds that Chicago schools with highly mobile student populations had a negative effect on teachers’ instruction and ability to keep progress on curriculum. In such highly mobile schools, all students suffer as “review and catch-up work become the norm.” Frequent housing mobility also affects children’s educational achievement. A 1994 study by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (then the U.S. General Accounting Office) finds, for example, that children who changed schools three or more times since first grade had a greater likelihood of repeating a grade or achieving lower reading scores by the third grade. A Minnesota study finds that first- through sixth-grade students who moved three or more times over a 6.5-month period between 1994 and 1995 scored an average of 20 points lower on standardized reading tests than did their peers who did not move.
Although a number of studies confirm negative short-term consequences associated with housing mobility and school outcomes, some researchers suggest that the long-term benefit of moves that lead to higher-quality schools may outweigh these short-term costs. In a study of Canadian children, for example, Hango discovered a long-term positive relationship between housing mobility and the completion of high school. Other research indicates that, with the help of parents, children can recover from the disruption to their schooling that moving causes. A body of research also confirms that residential mobility can lead to positive educational outcomes, especially when these moves give children access to high-quality schools and neighborhoods.

Affordable housing strategies, including housing mobility programs and inclusionary zoning policies, have the explicit intention of providing low-income families with the opportunity to move to communities with strong school systems. For example, Heather Schwartz’s research into Montgomery County, Maryland’s inclusionary zoning policies, which mandate that a portion of all new residential development in the county must be set aside as affordable housing, finds that over a five- to seven-year period, students in public housing attending low-poverty schools outperformed their public housing peers in moderate-poverty schools in both math and reading (see “Housing’s and Neighborhoods’ Role in Shaping Children’s Future,” p. 1). A key takeaway from Schwartz’s research is that low-income children who attend economically integrated schools created by an inclusionary zoning program experience positive school effects that accrue with continued exposure to higher-income peers.

HUD’s Moving to Opportunity for Fair Housing (MTO) demonstration, an experimental program that provided a treatment group with housing vouchers and mobility counseling to help them move from high-poverty to low-poverty neighborhoods, surprisingly did not lead to improved educational outcomes for low-income children (see “Housing’s and Neighborhoods’ Role in Shaping Children’s Future,” p. 1). These results run counter to the educational outcomes associated with the Gautreaux Assisted Housing Program, Chicago’s residential desegregation relocation program. The Gautreaux program, which arose out of a legal settlement in the Hill v. Gautreaux lawsuit regarding racial segregation in Chicago’s public housing, eventually moved 7,000 African-American public housing families to the suburbs, mostly during the 1980s. Certain findings on children’s educational experiences illustrate the difference in results between the Gautreaux program and MTO. Eighty-eight percent of children who moved to the suburbs as part of the Gautreaux program went to schools with average ACT scores at the national average or above. By contrast, less than 10 percent of students from MTO’s experimental group attended schools ranked at the 50th percentile or higher in their state. Researchers posit that MTO’s lack of educational benefit might be attributed to the short period of time that some families spent in lower-poverty neighborhoods and parental decisions to keep children in their previous schools. In a three-city study of MTO, Ferryman, Briggs, Popkin, and Rendón find that many...
children in the experimental group did not access higher-performing schools because their parents were "information poor" and did not make use of formal sources of information about schooling options, such as teachers or school staff, or receive formal counseling. Rather, parents relied "heavily on referrals provided by their networks of relatives and friends." An additional factor that may explain the discrepancy in educational outcomes is that MTO movers in the experimental group, unlike the families participating in the Gaujoux program, moved to neighborhoods that were not "substantially more affluent or less segregated than their original neighborhoods." The foregoing research summary demonstrates that housing mobility has different consequences on the educational outcomes of low-income children depending on the circumstances surrounding a move; the level of racial segregation in the destination neighborhood is a crucial variable. As Guy maintains, residential mobility has the potential to be "either a positive or a negative phenomenon for families and neighborhoods." **Conclusion**

Theodos, Coulton, and Budde's analysis of housing and school mobility patterns in Making Connections neighborhoods is an important contribution to the research base. Whereas previous research on housing mobility and school mobility examined changes in isolation, Theodos, Coulton, and Budde study the interplay between residential moves and school moves. As Making Connections demonstrated, some moves can have a positive effect on educational outcomes, especially when mobility leads students to higher-performing schools. Very few children experienced sizable gains in the quality of schools attended, however, and those improvements tended to accompany moves outside of the student's school district. Most changes of schools and residences were not associated with school improvements, and some moves actually led students to lower-quality schools. Although this finding is not surprising in the context of the low-income neighborhoods studied under the Making Connections initiative, it provides an opportunity to inform ongoing place-based efforts.

The study's finding that high rates of mobility did not correspond with increases in educational attainment suggests that place-based initiatives targeted in neighborhoods should help children from low-income families either switch into higher-ranked schools or minimize mobility into lower-ranked schools. As the findings demonstrate, many children in neighborhoods identified for a place-based initiative were attending schools outside of the target area and, therefore, not benefiting directly from targeted investments in a school within the Making Connections boundaries. In addition to improving conditions in schools within a small geographic area, place-based community-change practitioners should also address some of the structural impediments to accessing higher-quality schools. Furthermore, this research study confirms the importance of complementary strategies: both improving conditions in low-income neighborhoods and helping low-income residents move to neighborhoods of opportunity. Housing mobility programs have a particular role to play in this regard. **EM**
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